"Psychosocial"
Slipknot (Joey Jordison)

Tempo: = 136 Bpm
Intro (Loose Hi-Hat)
Note: Joey naturally accents the downbeats on the Hi-Hat...

Verse 1 (Loose Hi-Hat)
Note: Joey slightly flams each of these tom fills...

Note: Lyrics enter...
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Chorus 1 (Crash Cymbal)
Note: Joey naturally accents the downbeats on the Crash Cymbal...

Verse 2 (Loose Hi-Hat)
Note: Lyrics enter...

Chorus 2 (Crash Cymbal)
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Guitar Solo Verse (Loose Hi-Hat)
\[ +2 +3 +4 +1 +2 +3 +4 +1 +2 +3 +4 + \]

Guitar Solo Chorus (Crash Cymbal)
\[ +2 +3 +4 +1 +2 +3 +4 +1 +2 +3 +4 +1 +2 +3 +4 + \]

Break - Part 1
\[ +2 +3 +a4 +a \]

Break - Part 2 (Loose Hi-Hat)
\[ +2 +3 +a4 +a \]

Break - Part 3 (Crash Cymbal)
\[ +2 +3 +a4 +a \]
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Verse 3 (Loose Hi-Hat)

Chorus 3 (Crash Cymbal)

Outro - Part 1 (Loose Hi-Hat)

Outro - Part 2 (Crash Cymbal)